Fatigue life prediction of aircraft gas turbine engine rotating components requires estimates of the applied stress values throughout the life of the component. These values may vary considerably from flight-to-flight, and are highly dependent upon the mission type. However, engine flight data recorders currently do not have the capability to identify the mission type, so an automated mission identification method would greatly improve remaining life predictions. In this paper, a method is presented for predicting the most likely mission type for a given flight history. It is based on volume integration of the joint probability densities that are common to both the flight history and a standard mission. An analytical framework is presented, including a brief description of the adaptive kernel method used to estimate the probability densities of the flight history and standard mission. The effectiveness of the method is illustrated using rainflow stress data associated with actual flight histories. The results can be used to improve fatigue and fracture risk predictions of military gas turbine engines.
INTRODUCTION
The initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks is proportional to stress excursions raised to the third or fourth power, consequently the risk of fracture associated with aircraft gas turbine engine components is sensitive to relatively small changes in applied stress history. For commercial aircraft, the flight history is typically well established, thus stress excursions are also well known. However, for military aircraft, mission usage, as well as the number and magnitude of stress excursions is much more difficult to define. Although standard missions are specified and used during engine design, subsequent data obtained from flight data recorders (FDRs) can differ significantly from that originally assumed in design. For this reason the, U.S. Air Force has implemented the Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) that requires periodic updates to the mission usage based on FDR data, and reassessment of structural integrity.
Mission variability studies based on actual usage from FDRs have shown that the probability of component failure is highly dependent on mission type, and there is also significant usage variability within a given mission type [1, 2] . This situation presents both challenges and opportunities for enhanced fleet asset management of engines. Specifically, the potential exists to extend the flight hours for that portion of the engine fleet that has experienced less damaging usage, provided that usage can be tracked down to the engine and component level. Although not all individual legacy aircraft have FDRs capable of providing the necessary data, this situation is being remedied as more sensors and data collection is being included on new and developmental aircraft.
In order to make optimum use of the available data on legacy aircraft it is useful to statistically characterize mission usage obtained from those aircraft that have FDRs, and use this information for fleet management. This statistical characterization of mission usage would also be valuable for forecasting the impact of anticipated changes in the mission mix for both legacy aircraft and new aircraft. To facilitate such forecasting an approach has been developed that formulates the probability density functions (PDFs) for each mission using a non-parametric estimation procedure [3] . This non-parametric approach is more flexible than traditional parametric approaches (e.g. normal or lognormal distributions); it also enables automatic updating of the mission PDFs as new data become available. However, to implement such a procedure would require the proper identification of the mission type for each recorded flight history.
Unfortunately, current FDRs do not have the capability to automatically identify the mission type for a given flight history. Instead, the aircraft pilot must manually enter the mission type in a log book, which can lead to errors and omissions of this critical information. In addition, a single flight may have characteristics that are similar to multiple mission types. Thus, the mission identification problem consists of selecting the most likely mission type from a set of established standard missions. An automated mission identification method would greatly improve risk assessment estimates, particularly if it were based on quantitative methods.
A quantitative probabilistic method has been developed to identify the mission type for a given flight history. The method is based on a comparison of the rainflow stress PDF of a specific flight history with previously developed PDFs of standard mission types. The method, called Probabilistic Mission Identification (PMI), predicts the most likely mission type based on volume integration of the region common to both the flight history and the standard mission. A nonparametric adaptive kernel method [3] [4] [5] is used to address the modeling challenges commonly associated with rainflow stress densities.
PROBABILISTIC MISSION IDENTIFICATION (PMI)
A description of the probability densities associated with one or more random variables is necessary for probabilistic risk assessment. A number of parametric models are available to estimate probability density based on a statistical fit of the available data. The appropriate distribution is based on the statistical error associated with the data fit that is quantified using classical goodness-of-fit tests (e.g., chi-square, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, among others [6, 7] ).
These tests provide a quantitative measure of the relationship among a data set and a parametric distribution.
The mission identification problem consists of identifying the distribution that most closely resembles the available data. Consider mission M i (ith unknown mission) and fleet F j (jth fleet of known mission type) shown in Fig. 1 . The volume of the region over which the probability densities of the stress values (s i , s 2 ) associated with mission M i and fleet F j overlap can be used as a measure of the likelihood that mission M i is a member of fleet F j . The overlap probability can be expressed as:
( )
Noting that the denominator in Eqn. 1 has a value of 1 when integrated over the entire domain of F j , Eqn. 1 can be simplified as:
Note that Eqn. 2 applies to both parametric and nonparametric probability densities.
NONPARAMETRIC DENSITY ESTIMATION
Although a number of nonparametric methods can be used to estimate the probability densities associated with a data set (e.g., nearest neighbor [4] , convex intensity [5] , orthogonal series estimators [8] , among others), the kernel density estimator is one of the most commonly used nonparametric methods. Each data point is assumed to have an associated probability density within a specified range of values. As shown in Fig. 2 , the probability density at a given location can be estimated as the sum of the contributions of the kernels associated with each data point [3] :
where t 1 , t 2 = coordinates of evaluation point, n = number of data points, h = window width (smoothing parameter), K = kernel estimator, and X 1,i , X 2,i = coordinates of data point i. The kernel density probability density estimation method provides separate treatment for each value in a data set. The PDF is based on the combined densities associated with all of the data values.
Fleet Overlap of M i and F j
Eqn. (3) provides an initial density estimate associated with a fixed window width h. The widow width can be adaptively adjusted to account for the number of data points within a Region (Fig. 3) using the following equation [5] :
where λ i is a bandwidth parameter that is identified adaptively based on previous PDF estimates:
An Epanechnikov kernel function is commonly used to describe the probability density associated with rainflow stress values [9] :
APPLICATION OF PMI TO RAINFLOW STRESS PAIRS ASSOCIATED WITH AIRCRAFT ENGINE USAGES
The PMI method was used to identify the mission type associated with actual military aircraft engine usages. Raw RPM values (Fig. 4) were obtained from engine flight recorder data and converted to stress values using an algorithm that accounts for local yielding [1, 10] . An established rainflow counting technique [11] was used to sort the stress data into min-max pairs. Rainflow stress values are shown in Figs. 5a&b for two representative mission types: Live Fire, and Instruments and Navigation. The grouping of data is similar for both mission types, with most values located within a region of minimum and maximum stress range values ranging from 360 to 720 MPa.
Probability densities were estimated using the adaptive kernel method based on 10 flights for each mission type, shown in Figs. 5c&d. The probability density estimates for both mission types appear to capture the correlation among minimum and maximum stress values associated with the original data set. The PDF associated with the Live Fire mission (Fig. 5c ) appears to have a single dominant mode, whereas the PDF associated with the Instruments & Navigations mission (Fig. 5d) is characterized by two modes with similar intensities.
To evaluate the performance of the PMI method, rainflow stress probability densities associated with usages of known mission type were compared to fleets of usages of known mission type. Two test missions of known type (Live Fire, Instruments and Navigation) were selected to evaluate the PMI method. Probability densities (obtained using the adaptive kernel method) and contours associated with the test missions are shown in Fig. 6 .
The PMI method was first applied to a test mission of type Live Fire. Probability densities and contours associated with the Live Fire test mission and the Live Fire and Instruments & Navigation fleets are shown in Figs. 7a&b. The bimodal shape of the Live Fire test mission suggests that it may belong to the Instruments and Navigation fleet.
However, when the probability densities of the overlap among the test mission and the fleets are considered (Figs. 7c&d) , the region of relatively high density shown in Fig. 6c suggests that the test mission belongs to the Live Fire fleet. Volume integration of the overlap density (Table 1) confirms that the test mission most likely belongs to the Live Fire fleet. The PMI method was next applied to a test mission of type Instruments and Navigation. In contrast with the Live Fire test mission, the Instruments and Navigation test mission has a unimodal appearance which suggests that it may belong to the Live Fire fleet. However, as shown in Figs. 8a&b, the peak density of the test mission is very close to one of the modes of the Instruments and Navigation fleet. Volume integration of the overlap density (Table 1) confirms that the test mission most likely belongs to Instruments and Navigation fleet. For this example, the PMI method correctly identified the mission type associated with both test missions.
SUMMARY
A method was presented for identifying the most likely mission type associated with a aircraft gas turbine engine usage history. The method, called Probabilistic Mission Identification (PMI), is based on volume integration of the joint probability densities associated with rainflow stress values that are common to both the flight history and the standard mission. An illustrative example was presented in which the PMI method correctly identified the mission type associated with two test flight histories. The accuracy of the method is limited by the accuracy of the underlying PDFs, which may be significant for small data sets. The results can be used to improve fatigue and fracture risk predictions of military gas turbine engines.
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